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to the titans of music: prince, michael jackson, lady gaga, beyonce, kanye west. the list goes on, and even when you add jay z, the weeknd, and some of the biggest pop stars in the world, the list will be endless. but one artist has succeeded where so many others have failed, and that artist is hardy. he has, at the time of this writing, (in over two
decades of existence) had 16 albums and counting. whether or not it will be the most influential album of the 21st century has yet to be determined, but in the meantime, is the best album of the 21st century thus far. the songs are bright and shiny, the production is crisp and clear, and the singer is likable, fun, and charismatic. the mixtape will be
timeless. it is the best album of the 2000s. and it is the best album of the 2000s. only a short three years after its release, the brazilian progressive rock/heavy metal band raimundos dream went platinum and placed on the billboard 200 chart. but it was the 2008 release of their second studio album, raimundos dream ii, that really put them on the
map. the double album, which had 12 tracks, is considered a landmark album in brazil, even spawning a documentary on brazilian progressive rock, and was the highest selling brazilian progressive rock album of all time. frontman and guitarist/singer antonio paz got his start in the 1960s in raimundo, arguably the best band in the world. he got his
chops with the likes of the moody blues and british progressive rock, but had more success in brazil with raimundos dream. in 1972, david bowie released his second single, let me sleep beside you. the song, written by ray davies and produced by john lennon, was a flop. but the lp that contained the song, the rise and fall of ziggy stardust and the

spiders from mars, was a bona fide masterpiece. and even though the album was a flop, the song is a classic. ziggy is one of the most iconic characters of rock music, and the song just oozes rock 'n' roll. like ayrtons rhapsody, it's a masterpiece, and its one of the best songs of all time.
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billboard and nielsen soundscan usually havent counted sales tallied by digital music retailers
massive price reductions or giveaways, like when google play allowed people to download katy

perrys prism for free. after lady gaga offered born this way as a $1 download in the amazon
marketplace in an attempt to sell a million copies in its first week of release, billboard and nielsen
put rules in place to disqualify that type of sales manipulation from the charts. however, google

plays legend pricing skirts those bylaws thanks to the album being a 30-year-old catalog release. the
album was critically acclaimed upon release, and it was the first to sell gold in a single day. thrice
was one of the most influential punk bands in the 90s and are still one of the best in the business.
their combination of dynamics and heavy-hitting choruses make them a band you either love or

hate, but either way theyre a band that has survived and thrived in the time since they first released
their self-titled debut in 1995. imitation of life was also nominated for a grammy for best rock album,
and it was thrices first and only grammy nod. and no matter what youre listening to, youll appreciate
the song theres no daylight. released on the exact same day as both nirvanas nevermind and a tribe
called quests the low end theory, the red hot chili peppers blood sugar sex magik took radio and mtv

by storm thanks to massive hits like give it away and especially under the bridge. the rick rubin
produced album was a crossover hit for a band largely known for funk, punk, and wild on-stage

antics. the antics continued, but now to much larger, mainstream audiences. and while the album is
full of things that long-time peppers fans had grown to love, it also gave a glimpse of a more melodic

and stronger songwriting ability to come. 5ec8ef588b
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